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VOGEL&NOOT
EVERYTHING REAL PROFESSIONALS NEED

VOGEL&NOOT, the market leader, is a byword for comprehensive product portfolio excellence with everything optimally tailored to your needs. True professionals never accept half measure, but always insist on complete solutions, entire packages that guarantee their projects will run to perfection.

From water distribution to thermal output, true professionals know that they are 100% certain of having an innovative premium product in their hands with the product range from VOGEL&NOOT. This is what sets our products apart from others: The best possible implementation of installation systems and thermal output solutions.

Customer-oriented service, easy installation and full technical support during planning are an integral part of our range of services at VOGEL&NOOT. That is why we are the leading innovative partner for successful project completion. Everything real professionals need.
“A COMPREHENSIVE COMPLETE PRODUCT PORTFOLIO FROM WATER DISTRIBUTION TO THERMAL OUTPUT GUARANTEES ABSOLUTE SAFETY.”
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"I TRUST THE MARKET LEADER AND THEIR FUTURE-ORIENTING SYSTEMS."
BEST SOLUTIONS AT FULL FUNCTIONALITY

In construction, top performance and efficient functionality on a major scale are the crucial factors – and the only way to win tenders and be valued as a reliable partner for guaranteed success. VOGEL&NOOT provides your foundation for this success with a complete range of first-class services and products in perfect technological balance, which you can always rely on. We have everything for successful professionals.
The iVECTOR quickly and efficiently adapts to its environment.
iVECTOR
THE FIRST CHOICE FOR ALL
MAJOR PROJECTS

HIGHEST PERFORMANCE AT LOWEST TEMPERATURES
A fan coil unit with an extremely high heat output and a characteristic design: the iVECTOR. Characterised by a fast reaction time, the iVECTOR has both a heating and cooling mode. This revolutionary concept is controlled via an intuitive LCD. For the individual user, this means, above all, full and immediate controlling and programming possibilities on the system. The fan coil unit iVECTOR can be used both as a stand-alone and a centrally controlled version.

FOR A HARMONIOUS ROOM AMBIENCE
In addition, the iVECTOR impresses with its stylish design as it is flush with the wall. Therefore, it blends harmoniously into any room and living situation.

FACTS:
• Fast reaction time
• Extremely high heat output
• Heating and cooling
• Built-in, intelligent control
• Stylish design
• Easy installation
• Quiet operation

THIS NEW TECHNOLOGY BRINGS EXTREMELY HIGH HEAT OUTPUT WITH HIGH COMFORT AND COST EFFICIENCY.
T6 AND PLAN T6
CENTRE-CONNECTION RADIATORS
WITH SERIAL PERFUSION

MORE COMFORT AT LOWER COSTS
The functionality of the T6 CENTRE-CONNECTION RADIATOR improves thermal comfort and contributes to higher dynamics and accelerated heating behaviour.

All VOGEL&NOOT T6 profile and panel radiators are equipped with our unique T6 centre-connection technology. This means you still a free choice in terms of type, height and length even after pipe installation.

FACTS:
• Highly comfortable radiant heat
• Low energy costs and increased efficiency of the heating system
• Virtually no heat loss
THE PLASTIC DISTRIBUTOR WITH AFC
Totally light-weight, modern and robust – the plastic distributor is in a league of its own. Manufactured from a fibre-reinforced polyamide, it is ideal for heating and cooling.

EASY INSTALLATION, NO SPECIAL TOOLS REQUIRED
The installation is easy, quick and all completely without special tools.

SLIM DIMENSIONS (LOW MOUNTING DEPTH)
The plastic distributor has an optimal mounting depth and can thus be positioned to save space.

FACTS:
- Individual modules can be added or removed
- Integrated safety connections
- Self-insulated through integrated air chambers
- Internal, insulated pipe outlets
- Tightness guaranteed, as all modules are equipped with double O-rings
- Reversible primary-side connection on the left or right
- Maximum flexibility through accessories, ball valve sets can be used both horizontally and vertically

THE EASIEST WAY
TO ASSEMBLE A DISTRIBUTOR:
SCREW. CLOSE. READY!
INDUSTRIAL SITE SYSTEM FOR COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL AREAS

RAPID AND EFFICIENT FITTING
The FLOORTEC industrial site system is designed independently of the underlying insulation structure. The on-site grid mat (5 mm) is fit into the floor construction together with the PE Xcellent heating pipe in the dimension 20 x 2 mm fixed on it using special grid mat clamps. The grid mats are joined together with mat connectors to form a uniform surface. The FLOORTEC industrial site heating system is designed for quick and efficient fitting and realisation at all common installation distances.

The industrial site system is especially suitable for commercial and industrial areas and any situations that have higher load requirements.

FACTS:
• Distributor with 2 inch connection
• High performance thanks to the PE Xcellent heating pipe in the dimension 20 x 2 mm
STAINLESS STEEL DISTRIBUTOR
FOR INDUSTRIAL SITE SYSTEM

The stainless steel distributor with 2 inch connection is a heating circuit distributor, which is also ideal for modular use as it also has end cap sets designed to allow for individual resizing of the final heating circuit distributor.

FACTS:
- Also ideal for modular use
- Size of heating circuit distributor is customisable
- High efficiency
The classic radiator reinterpreted by VOGEL&NOOT –
with high-tech outside and inside!

SPECIAL LASER WELDING TECHNOLOGY
FOR MANUFACTURING PRECISION THAT IS
HARD TO MATCH.

LASERLINE
PIPE RADIATORS

The LASERLINE pipe radiators are available in many des-
igns, dimensions and colours. Their technical features
are also impressive as well, as their unique shape allows
up to 10% more output than conventional pipe radiators.

FACTS:
• Comprehensive variety in sizes
• Wide variety in RAL colour variants
• Optimised performance for lower energy costs
• With optional centre connection for maximum
  planning and installation flexibility
• Reduced cleaning effort

The classic radiator reinterpreted by VOGEL&NOOT –
with high-tech outside and inside!
The versatile range of convector by Vogel&Noot offers
the right product for almost any installation situation and
allows contemporary architecture through more colours.
Complete and elegant, the design meets the highest aec-
thetic standards.
An innovative all-round cover system plus precisely de-
fined gap dimensions ensure best corrosion protection
and full planning security.

**FACTS:**
- Available in various dimensions
- Internal weld seams
- Comprehensive connectivity
- Standard all-round coating
- Highest planning flexibility
  with centre connection

*The model VONARIS by Vogel&Noot offers even more
flexibility with centre-connection.*

**CONVECTORS AND HEATING
PANELS BY VOGEL&NOOT SET THE
HIGHEST BENCHMARKS.**
FOR THE EFFECTIVE COMPENSATION OF COLD ACCUMULATION ON GLASS SURFACES BUILDING BUILDINGS.

INTRATHERM
FLEXIBLE UNDERFLOOR CONVECTORS

FOR MODERN ARCHITECTURE
With INTRATHERM, modern rooms with a glass façade can are heated with total efficiency and superb visual appeal. They reliably provide invisible heating, but their advantages have nothing to hide.

DIFFERENT SYSTEMS
The INTRATHERM systems meet all requirements for modern heat distribution via natural or forced convection. The roll-out and linear duckboards are available in wood, stainless steel or aluminium. These can be harmoniously adapted to the room design.

FACTS:
• Interior design freedom
• High-quality materials
• Adaptable for many heights, depths and lengths
• Perfect system solution for all performance types
THE NEW INTRATHERM SYSTEMS
SMART THINKING THROUGHOUT

F1K - NATURAL CONVECTION
- Heat exchanger not centred in the tub but on the side
- Therefore increase in heat output of up to 5%
- New dimensions:
  \[ H = 190 \text{ mm}, \]
  \[ W = 200 / 250 / 280 / 300 / 340 / 420 \text{ mm} \]

F1S - FAN-SUPPORTED CONVECTION
- New compact, powerful underfloor convector
- Fan voltage 24 V
- Rotation speed control in 3 speed levels or 0 – 10 V
- Dimensions: \(170 / 200 / 230 \text{ mm}, H = 75 \text{ mm with}\)
  
  \[ \text{Fan diameter 30 mm}\]
  \[230 / 250 \text{ mm}, H = 110 \text{ mm with}\]
  
  \[ \text{Fan diameter 45 mm}\]

F2C AND F3C - HEATING AND COOLING
WITH 2-PIPE DESIGN
- Heating and cooling, 2-pipe system
- Fan voltage 24 V (F2C)
- Fan voltage 230 V (F3C) - the most powerful fan
- Rotation speed control in 3 speed levels or 0 – 10 V
- Dimensions: \(230 / 110 \text{ mm with fan diameter 45 mm}\)
  \[340 / 110 \text{ mm with fan diameter 65 mm}\]
“ONLY INNOVATIVE COMPLETE SYSTEMS OFFER EFFICIENCY, COMFORT, INSTALLATION FLEXIBILITY AND SAFETY IN ONE.”
INNOVATION THROUGH MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY

VOGEL&NOOT is the leading partner for architects, planners and installers for all new construction projects that require state-of-the-art radiator or underfloor heating systems, control components or installation systems. We offer state-of-the-art technology plus a wide range of sizes or diverse model selection. This ensures rapid planning, easy installation and highest user comfort. Energy-efficient solutions for low system temperatures provide everything for perfect comfort.

EVERYTHING FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
ULOW-E2 IS THE INNOVATIVE SOLUTION FOR MAXIMUM COMFORT UP TO 40°C.

IDEAL FOR ALL SEASONS
Equipped with an electronic actuating drive, the ULOW-E2 in conjunction with an external room thermostat offers numerous additional options and benefits that contribute significantly to comfort and energy savings.

**SMART AND POWERFUL**
The ULOW-E2 with electronic actuating drive proves that energy efficiency does not exclude maximum performance, resulting in optimal heating function. The low-temperature radiator optimally adapts to its environment and allows a performance increase of up to 80% in boost mode if required. This creates an automatic, electronically controllable switch between static or dynamic operation. The ULOW-E2 allows rapid reaction and heating times and the possibility for dry comfort cooling due to its high performance.
The highlight of the ULOW-E2 low-temperature radiator is its ease of use with modern conventional energy sources (oil or gas heating etc.) as well as with all renewable forms of energy (heat pump, solarthermics etc.) – and all that with a supply temperature of up to 40°C.

**FACTS:**
- Simple and accurate control
- Dry cooling option
- High savings potential due to lowering of operating temperatures
- Installation-ready
- Extremely short reaction and heating times
- Centre connection technology
- Best thermal comfort
- Modern design
FLOORTEC STAINLESS STEEL DISTRIBUTOR

THE NEW FLOORTEC STAINLESS STEEL DISTRIBUTOR
From now on, the complete system warranty will be supplemented by another additional product: the new FLOORTEC stainless steel distributor extends our product range and offers many interesting features:

FACTS:
• Integrated automatic ventilation with manual venting
• DMAs water-exchangeable
• DMAs independently adjustable
• QR code on beam for mounting video for easier installation

HEAT METER SETS
With innovative accessory solutions, individual heat quantity billing is easier than ever. It is fully compatible with the entire FLOORTEC underfloor heating system. The ball valves and immersion sleeves are tailored to the most common heat meter suppliers.
SIMPLIFIED HEAT REGULATION
The floor control station is used for constant supply temperature control of a low-temperature surface heating, which is connected to a high-temperature heating system.

The control group is designed for direct connection to FLOORTEC stainless steel distributors with a 1” retainer nut and in addition it can also be used in conjunction with other distributors that use a 1” retainer nut.

FACTS:
- Integrated supply thermometer
- High-efficiency circulation pump
- Integrated maximum temperature limiter
ALL THE ADVANTAGES IN ONE SYSTEM
The hook-and-loop system can be installed without tools or much effort. This is the reason why it is so popular as it allows especially quick installation. The special, intelligent unwinding aid speeds up the process even further and ensures a high level of processing convenience. The self-adhesive joint tape facilitates joining of the insulation boards. The hook-and-loop system can be optimally used in all areas.

FACTS:
• Easy and quick installation of the FLOORTEC hook-and-loop piping without specialist tools
• Intelligent pipe unwinding aid
• Self-adhesive joint tape
• For plastic and aluminium composite pipes
• FLOORTEC underfloor heating (system warranty)

Efficient unwinding of the Pe-Xcellent and the aluminium composite hook-and-loop piping are made possible with the intelligent pipe unwinding aid.
THE FLOORTEC HOOK-AND-LOOP SYSTEM WITH HOOK-AND-LOOP FOIL COMPLETES THE FLOORTEC FLOOR HEATING SYSTEM EVEN FURTHER.
“FOR MODERNIZING, I NEED MAXIMUM FREEDOM WITH A WIDE RANGE OF SIZES AND COLOURS – UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY AND ADDITIONAL PERFORMANCE!”
PERFECT MODERNISATION
Absolute compatibility, sustainable efficiency and stylish design: These are the key renovation factors that convince property developers and room users alike. This is why VOGEL&NOOT offers such a wide range of easy-to-install hydraulic and electric radiators plus a site heating system specially designed with modernisation in mind. We bring all you need to succeed.
THE CHANGE TOWARDS EFFICIENCY
When renovating, the modernised radiator is often the only real and installable option, because it is still efficient with old radiator connections. A low workload and clean installation are guaranteed. The PLAN-COMPACT modernisation radiator is truly impressive with its purist design and flat front panel.

FACTS:
- Easy to clean, smooth front surface
- Best thermal comfort
- Old boss spacings are compatible with the new modernisation radiators
- A real boost to quality of life
- Available in heights 554 and 954 mm
  (= boss spacings 500 and 900 mm)
HYGIENE RADIATOR
CERTIFIED FOR
HIGHEST HYGIENE STANDARDS

The hygiene certificate applies to VOGEL&NOOT radiator types 10, 20 and 30 in the flat and profiled versions, each without covers or side panels (available as compact and T6 panel radiators). These models meet all hygienic requirements of the Commission for Hospital Hygiene and Infection Prevention KRINKO.

FACTS:
• Hygiene certified
• Ideal for hospitals and medical practices
• Also suitable for public spaces with increased demand

THE T6 CENTRE CONNECTION
RADIATOR STANDARD DESIGN HAS
ALSO BEEN HYGIENE CERTIFIED.
FLOORTEC DRYING SYSTEM
MAXIMUM ENERGY EFFICIENCY

REVOLUTIONARY, FAST AND ADAPTABLE
This state-of-the-art drying system offers two major advantages that help reduce construction time by weeks: On the one hand, no building moisture develops, and on the other, no screed expansion joints are needed. The drying system enables extremely thin floor construction in combination with all top coverings and guarantees fast control, uniform heat distribution and short heating times.

TOP15
With a height of only 15 mm, the TOP15 version is especially suitable for construction projects with limited installation heights and can be used in any area. This is made possible due to 12 mm heating tubes and a full-surface aluminium coating that guarantees optimal heat distribution at constant high heating capacity.
FACTS:
• Low construction height
• Aluminium coated insulation panels
• Easy installation
• No building moisture
• Fast heating and cooling
• Fast control reactions
„ELECTRIC RADIATORS IN PARTICULAR OFFER MORE FLEXIBILITY AND INDEPENDENCE IN PLANNING, INSTALLATION AND OPERATION.‟
THE BRAND-NEW ELECTRIC GENERATION
The new electric heating series eLINE by VOGEL&NOOT provides a complete range of electric radiators plus an electric underfloor heating system. This new product line adapts perfectly to your needs and the trends of today: eLINE is the ideal addition to hydraulic hot water heating systems: The electric universal radiators are perfect as additional radiators or for single room solutions – with maximum performance, short heating times and a compact design.

FLEXIBLE ELECTRIC HEATING SYSTEMS
RAPID COMFORT WITH FLEXIBLE E-HEATING

COMBINE THE BEST OPTIONS
The expansion of the new eLINE opens up even more flexible options with the already wide range of products by VOGEL&NOOT – because hydraulic heating does not always make sense or is even feasible.

THE E-TREND
Electricity is clean energy – especially in Austria where 100% of all electricity needs are generated from renewable energy sources. This makes electrical heating not only good practical deal, but also a good deed! And considering the high efficiency of the new eLINE, power consumption is also nothing to worry about.

THE FINEST THERMAL DESIGN AND COLOUR VARIETY
These new radiators look great! Perfect appearance with minimalist design, they please even the most design-spoiled minds from the first moment. Whatever your preference, the spectacular colour range for the eLINE electric radiators ensures individual colour magic in any room any ambience with ambience.

PLUG IN & HEAT – WARMTH STRAIGHT FROM THE SOCKET
And to top it all off, the eLINE electric radiators guarantee easy installation and fit perfectly even in compact rooms – with maximum comfort.

The VOGEL&NOOT ELECTRIC RADIATOR meets the requirements for the environmentally friendly design of individual room heaters!
FLEXIBLE ELECTRIC SOLUTIONS
THE eLINE PRODUCT RANGE
NUMEROUS ELECTRIC RADIATOR MODELS
ALL THE WAY UP TO THE ELECTRIC FLOOR HEATING SYSTEM

THE ELECTRIC FLAT RADIATOR.
The radiators RIO LINEA eLINE and RIO PLAN eLINE complete the VOGEL&NOOT electrical portfolio for individual use in all living spaces.

ROUND PIPE DESIGN RADIATORS.
The proven design radiator range with circulation pipe radiators is also available as electric versions with the eLINE models FATALA, FULDA, BAWA, DELLA and TAHITI SPEED AIR.

FLOORTEC ELINE.
Comfortable warmth at every step is guaranteed with the electric floor heating system FLOORTEC eLINE.
ELEGANT STANDARD DESIGNS.
NEWA, TARA and LEVO eLINE impress with their simple elegance and straightforward purist design. The purely electric radiators round off every bathroom.

FLAT PIPE AND LASER ELINE.
The flat pipe models MARANOa and MARANOa SPEED AIR eLINE also available with boost function and the pipe radiators LASER eLINE in horizontal and vertical design have a special and individual look to them.

eLINE ELECTRIC FLOOR HEATING.
Electricity turns green and is the energy of the future.
Inspired by straightforwardness and youthful spirit, the model NEWA eLINE exudes a special charm. NEWA eLINE sets accents in every room and offers a wide selection of different colour combinations thanks to the smooth, high-gloss surface. In addition, up to three towel warmers — available in open and closed variants — can be attached, thus ensuring optimal drying. The NEWA eLINE has a self-regulating PTC heating foil, which is unique on the market.

**FACTS:**
- Maintenance-free and durable
- No surface scalding
- Surface temperature is kept constant at 60°C
MARANOVA SPEED AIR
eLINE
ELECTRIC HEATING WITH TURBO EFFECT

THE ULTIMATE EYECATCHER
The sculpted shape is clearly defined: Classic elements are combined with massive designs to create a top-of-the-line model. With 1000 watts power, the model MARANOVA SPEED AIR generates cosy warmth and comfort in minutes. The intelligent hot-air blower with easy-to-read digital display allows operation to be programmed up to two hours in advance (every 10 minutes).

FACTS:
• Hot-air blower for quick comfort
• Precise programming
• One-sided open premium design
• High quality materials
• Practical heating of textiles and towels
• Integrated on/off button
RIO LINEA eLINE

ELEGANT AND VERSATILE

The slim RIO LINEA eLINE has an attractive, fine-profiled standard front, straight side panels and a decorative grille. As with all models in this series, the pleasant radiant heat is generated with a filling of environmentally friendly vegetable oil. It can be conveniently controlled via a digital display. The control display offers a variety of useful functions such as open-window detection or separate adjustment of the front and rear surface temperature for improved energy efficiency.

THE ADVANTAGE:
Limiting the surface temperature is a popular feature for parents of small children.
Space heaters no longer have the simple purpose of heating, but rather the task of increasing comfort. Especially in rooms where you often spend time or in sanitary rooms, like stepping on warm tiles after a cold shower in the morning. This pleasant feeling under your bare feet works wonders. The FLOORTEC eLINE electric surface temperature control is the perfect electrical addition to the water-guided site heating systems from VOGEL&NOOT.

Since classic surface heating systems only emit heat when the boiler is supplying hot water, the FLOORTEC eLINE electric surface control system serves as a sensible addition for pleasant warmth whenever desired with very reasonable energy use.
“EASY AND FAST INSTALLATION, AND THE SAFE CONNECTION OF THE COMPONENTS CONvinced me.”
INSTALLATION SYSTEM:
EASYTEC is an installation system that is suitable for both radiator and sanitary connections. Benefit from clear advantages while talking to your usual contact person about the entire ordering process as well as simple and fast installation and secure connections of the components.
EASYTEC
FAST, SAFE AND COMFORTABLE

THE NEW INSTALLATION SYSTEM
Easytec is the new installation system suitable and tested for radiator and sanitary connections. It consists of aluminium composite piping and brass press fittings. Without exception, the material quality complies with the Federal Environment Agency standards and is therefore hygienically sound and absolutely harmless. For high safety, the fittings are characterised by the feature “unpressed unsealed”. During a pressure test, for example, it is easy to check whether a fitting is not pressed or not properly pressed.

FACTS:
• Pre-insulated pipes, low insulation and great effect
• For radiator and sanitary connection
• Aluminium composite piping in 4 dimensions - 16, 20, 26 and 32 mm
• Pre-insulated pipes in WLG035 (same insulation effect at lower strength)
• Larger dimensions on request (40, 50 and 63 mm)
• Pre-insulated pipe 32 in rolls
EASYTEC CONNECTS –
FAST, SAFE AND COMFORTABLE
„INDIVIDUAL DESIGN SOLUTIONS WITH INTELLIGENT FUNCTIONALITY INSPIRE US AND ARE A LIFELONG WOW!“
**DESIGN AND DECORATION RADIATORS:**

The design radiators combine harmony, trend awareness and efficient performance. The individual and modern design radiators set aesthetic and creative accents that visually enhance every room. Through constant development and improvement, new styles and distinctive designs are constantly created. In addition, many design radiator models are also available as an electric version and thus offer additional added value.
NEWA
PERFECT IN FORM

HIGHLY AESTHETIC
The design radiator NEWA has a centre connection and an extremely narrow design with soft frame contours. The frames, front panels and towel warmers are available in different colours, giving each room a particularly modern and exceptional nuance. Inspired by straightforwardness and youthful spirit reflected in the high-gloss surface for easy cleaning, this model exudes a special charm. NEWA is available in two different versions: hydraulic and electric.

FACTS:
• Low mounting depth
• Various colour combinations possible
• Easy to clean
• Also available as e-versions with self-regulating PTC heating foil
FLEXIBLE TOWEL WARMERS
The towel warmer model NEWA is available in open and closed design and ensure optimal drying.
LEVO
TIMELESS ELEGANCE

HUGE PERFORMANCE IN A SMALL SPACE
The small footprint of LEVO allows easy installation, even in smaller spaces, especially in smaller bathrooms or in the kitchen, without any loss of comfort. They can be retrofitted in matt brushed stainless steel as elegant accessories at any time. LEVO is available as a hydraulic or electric version.

FACTS:
- Wide variety of colours
- Elegant appearance
- High heat output
- Varied colour selection
- Also available as a purely electric version
Not only the exceptionally small mounting depth and the vertical construction but also the wide range of RAL and sanitary colours make TARA the perfect choice for any room and leave nothing to be desired. Even metallic and structured colours can be used to provide unusual accents. These components make TARA a design classic that is second to none and visually enhances all spaces. Clear design merges with timeless straightforwardness, convincing with subtle charm and unobtrusiveness.

**FACTS:**
- Compact size – small depth
- Subtle design
- High heat output
- Centre connection
- Optional towel warmer
- Also available as a full-electric version

*TARA fits into any room perfectly thanks to its compact dimensions and small mounting depth.*
LOWA-VM SPA
TIMELESS ELEGANCE

The practical LOWA-VM SPA with unilaterally open flat pipes, flat design and state-of-the-art centre connection technology completes the LOWA series.

FACTS:
- Handy for towels due to open design
- Rotatable with 8 connections
- Up to height 1900 mm
- Minimalist design elements
LOWA-VM LUX
EYECATCHER AT THE HIGHEST DESIGN LEVEL

The elegant flat pipe gives the LOWA-VM LUX model a particularly purist look even in the closed variant. In addition, it can be equipped with practical towel warmers.

FACTS:
- Elegant flat pipe design
- New heights for the LOWA family (up to height 1900 mm)
- An optionally open or closed towel warmer is included in the delivery
LOWA-VM
HARMONIOUS FUNCTIONALITY

The flat pipe design of the LOWA-VM model blends seamlessly into the available space and offers modern purism at its finest. The high functionality of the centre connection radiator promises comfortable well-being and excellent heat distribution. Due to the available distances, the LOWA-VM model is also functions well as a laundry and towel dryer.

FACTS:
• Elegant look
• Varied colour selection
• High quality materials
• Practical heating of textiles and towels
FATALA "NEU"
THE ALL-ROUNDER

A clear and subtle design distinguishes the model FATALA "NEW". The radiator offers a high degree of flexibility due to the new connection options on the right or left.

FACTS:
- Less order error due to rotatable design
- Can also be equipped with an electric heating element
EXTRAVAGANT SELECTION
The many different special colours with special effects such as patterns and structures allow imaginative interplay of modern design elements plus great functional performance. These colour and structure accents give each room a special touch and become absolute eye catchers.
„HAVING A CONTACT PERSON FOR ANYTHING THAT CAN HAPPEN IS MY IDEA OF SAFETY.“
COMPETENT CONSULTING AT ANY TIME
Complex design, a quick question or urgent spare parts? No matter the problem, our consulting centre and competent service is always there for you. We believe construction progress and first-class workmanship are only guaranteed with all-around service. Uncomplicated on-site service, innovative service tools and calculation services are also included in the services offered by VOGEL&NOOT. To be on the safe side. Always.

CUSTOMER-ORIENTED SERVICE
VOGEL&NOOT offers the full range of services. VOGEL&NOOT complete systems are pioneers of simple and efficient functionality and offer everything from a single supplier. This means all systems and products are compatible with each other, perfectly match one another and allow for efficient and simple work. In addition, the full system warranty from VOGEL&NOOT provides a trusted base and security for a fruitful collaboration. Exclusive additional services complete the entire package from VOGEL&NOOT and offer planners, customers, installers and partners added value in a class of their own.

**RELIABILITY**  
**WITH ALL-AROUND SERVICE**

**COMPREHENSIVE SUPPORT**  
Comprehensive support and a short response time to inquiries to us are just as much a matter of course as on-site service and assistance with countless matters.

**RELIABLE CALCULATION CENTRE**  
Especially in difficult cases of underfloor heating design, the VOGEL&NOOT calculation centre offers reliable help in all matters with years of experience for various applications and a strong, service-oriented team.
**FAMILAR CONTACT PERSONS**
As a full-service provider, VOGEL&NOOT not only stands for a wide range of different product segments from water distribution to heat delivery, but also attaches particular importance to personalised and competent support with one contact person for the customer.

**HIGHEST QUALITY**
The quality and performance specifications of the VOGEL&NOOT products are subject to permanent testing by renowned and independent European institutes.

**FACTS:**
- Technical documentation and data records (VDI 3805, Datanorm etc.)
- All tools such as the FLOORTEC quick calculation tool, heating power converter, etc. are available online at www.vogelundnoot.com
LATEST NEWS FOR YOU ONLINE
Experience brand-new product innovations first-hand with additional information prepared in an informative way. Stay up to date on trade fair dates and new products. Are you looking for product and technical catalogues, data sets or practical calculation tools?
Go to www.vogelundnoot.com!

You can also take your time and check out our complete product range as well as the VOGEL&NOOT brand and get in touch with us at any time. We are always there to answer any and all of your questions!

YOUR ADDED VALUE AT
www.vogelundnoot.com